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Solution Summary 

The integration of WhiteHat Security Sentinel with the RSA Archer GRC Platform allows customers to 

automatically import dynamic vulnerability scan assessment results into an on-demand application built 

specifically for WhiteHat.  This allows owners to report on vulnerabilities affecting their business critical 
websites in one single view by risk and category. Users can assign ownership to the individual issues, 

track remediation efforts or accept the associated business risk. 

By linking this information within Archer, clients can reduce enterprise risks, manage and demonstrate 

compliance, automate business processes, and gain visibility into corporate risk and security controls 

Partner Integration Overview 

GRC Solution Type Enterprise Management, Threat Management 

Uses Out Of The Box Solution No 

Uses Custom Application Yes, Websites, Website Attack Vectors, Website Vulnerabilities 

Requires On-Demand License Yes (3) 

 

How WhiteHat Sentinel Works 
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Partner Product Configuration 

Before You Begin 

This section provides instructions for integrating the partners’ product with the RSA Archer GRC Platform.  

This document is not intended to suggest optimum installations or configurations.   

It is assumed that the reader has both working knowledge of all products involved, and the ability to 

perform the tasks outlined in this section. Administrators should have access to the product 

documentation for all products in order to install the required components. 

All vendor products/components must be installed and working prior to the integration.  Perform the 

necessary tests to confirm that this is true before proceeding. 

 Important:  The integration described in this guide is being 
provided as a reference implementation for evaluation and testing 
purposes.  It may or may not meet the needs and use cases for your 
organization.  If additional customizations or enhancements are 
needed, it is recommended that customers contact RSA Professional 
Services for assistance. 

WhiteHat Sentinel Configuration 

WhiteHat Sentinel integrates with the RSA Archer framework via the WhiteHat Sentinel API, which allows 
WhiteHat users to integrate Sentinel information into three on-demand applications via an extensible 

RESTful interface.  Before using the API, however, it is necessary to generate a Web API key.  To do this, 
perform the following steps: 

1. Log into your account and click on the Account tab. You will see a Web API Key field: 

 

2. If it is blank, click the Generate Key link. Once the key has been generated, you can use it to 
send programmatic URI requests to the WhiteHat API.  These URI requests are embedded as 

part of the Transport configuration tab of the appropriate Data Feed. 
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RSA Archer GRC Configuration 

RSA Archer GRC Configuration 

RSA Archer Prerequisites 

As noted above, in order to configure the RSA Archer Platform, you must first download the following 

components from the RSA Archer Exchange: 

File Name Description 

WhiteHat_Applications.zip WhiteHat Application Package 

WhiteHat Vulnerabilities.dfx5 Data Feed configuration for vulnerability information 

WhiteHat Website Profiles.dfx5 Data Feed configuration for website profiles 

The provided DFX files are configured to use the applications provided in the WhiteHat Application 

Package (WhiteHat_Applications.zip).  Once imported, these applications can be added to an existing 
solution such as Threat Management, or be added to their own solution tab. 

Important: Version 5.3.1 or higher of the RSA Archer Platform is 
required, as the application package will not import into prior versions 
of RSA Archer. 

Installing the WhiteHat Application Package 

After you have downloaded the integration files, you will need to import the WhiteHat application 

package to create the Archer applications.  To do so, perform the following steps: 

1. Login into RSA Archer. Go to Administration -> Application Builder -> Install Packages. 

2. Click Import and browse to the WhiteHat Applications package file (WhiteHat_Applications.zip). 

3. Click the Install button to install the package: 

 

This process should complete without any errors.  The package will install three applications – 

Websites, Website Attack Vectors, and Website Vulnerabilities, along with the required 
subforms. 

Importing the WhiteHat Website Profiles Data Feed File 

Once the application install is complete, you will need to import and configure the Website Profiles 
Data Feed configuration so that the RSA Archer server can retrieve website profiles from the WhiteHat 

API service.   
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Important: The Website Profiles Feed should be scheduled to run 
before the Website Vulnerabilities Feed. 

To configure the feed, perform the following steps: 

1. Select Manage Data Feeds from the Navigation Menu, by selecting Administration -> 

Integration -> Manage Data Feeds. 

 

2. Click the Import link and browse to the data feed file you downloaded (WhiteHat Website 

Profiles.dfx5). 
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3. Verify settings on the General Information tab.  Be sure to change the status to active before 

using the feed.   

 

4. Click on the Transport tab and choose HTTP Transporter from the drop-down list: 
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5. Under Data Request Properties, replace the API Key with one that is valid for your 

organization: 

 

6. Make any required changes to the proxy configuration and save the Data Feed. 

7. Click the Data Map tab to review field mapping and make any necessary changes.  A list of 

recommended field mappings can be found in Appendix A 

8. Review the archiving options on the Update/Archive tab.   

Activating and Scheduling the WhiteHat Website Profiles Data Feed 

Now that the data feed is configured, you need to specify a schedule for the feed to run. 

1. Browse to Manage Data Feeds, and click on the WhiteHat Website Profiles Data Feed. 

2. Click the Schedule tab, and configure the frequency and start time of the Data Feed: 

 

3. You may also Click the Run Data Feed Now button to override the set data feed execution 

schedule and immediately execute your data feed. 

 

4. Click Save to apply your configuration to the data feed.  Click the Run Detail link for additional 

information on the status of the feed or to troubleshoot any feed errors. 
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Importing the WhiteHat Vulnerabilities Data Feed Configuration 

Now that the Website Profiles feed has been configured, you will need to import and configure the 
WhiteHat vulnerabilities feed to import vulnerabilities that were identified as a result of the scan.  To 

perform the import, follow steps 1-6 above with the WhiteHat Website Profiles feed, and then do the 
following: 

7. Click the Data Map tab to review field mapping and make any necessary changes.  A list of 

recommended field mappings can be found in Appendix B. 

8. Review the archiving options on the Update/Archive tab.   

Activating and Scheduling the WhiteHat Vulnerabilities Data Feed 

Now that the data feed is configured, you need to specify a schedule for the feed to run. 

9. Browse to Manage Data Feeds, and click on the WhiteHat Vulnerabilities Data Feed. 

10. Click the Schedule tab, and configure the frequency and start time of the Data Feed: 

 

11. You may also Click the Run Data Feed Now button to override the set data feed execution 

schedule and immediately execute your data feed. 

 

12. Click Save to apply your configuration to the data feed.  Click the Run Detail link for additional 

information on the status of the feed or to troubleshoot any feed errors. 
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Conclusion 

The integration of WhiteHat Sentinel with the RSA Archer GRC Framework enhances a customer’s ability 
to manage enterprise wide risk by proactively identifying, tracking, and managing the remediation of 

critical vulnerabilities on Web applications. This integration allows customers to automatically import 

dynamic vulnerability scan results from WhiteHat Sentinel into Archer’s Website Vulnerabilities on-
demand application. Vulnerability data is securely downloaded from Sentinel using the Archer Data Feed 

Manager, a flexible, code-free tool for aggregating information within RSA Archer. 

Business managers can analyze and report on vulnerabilities affecting their business critical websites in 

one single view by risk and category — providing both critical vulnerability data and compliance 

deficiencies.  Through this integration an organization can: 

 Import and manage Website profile, configuration, and security details. 

 Quickly assess the results of Website vulnerability scans, and identify applications that require 

vulnerability remediation. 

 Proactively assign tasks to responsible individuals to address high-risk vulnerabilities.  

Additionally customers can integrate with other components such as Archer's Threat and Enterprise 
Management solutions to gain a broader understanding of their risk. 
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Certification Environment for RSA Archer GRC 

Date Tested: December 13th, 2016 

Certification Environment 

Product Name Version Information Operating System 

RSA Archer GRC 6.2 Windows 2008 

WhiteHat Sentinel 12/16 release SAAS 
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Appendix A 

This table contains the field mappings for the WhiteHat Website Profiles data feed (Key fields in 

bold).  Fields in grey are present in the transformation file, but are currently unused in the integration. 

Source Fields Target Archer Fields 

Website Profiles Websites 

Whitehat Status WhiteHat Site Status 

WhiteHat_CreateDate_UTC Site Launch Date 

WHS_ActivationDate 
 WHS_Activeadmin 
 WHS_ActiveConsult 
 WHS_ActiveUser 
 WHS_AllowedHosts 
 WHS_ClientID WhiteHat Client ID 

WHS_CreateDate WHS_CreateDate 

WHS_Description 
 WHS_Discovery 
 WHS_EnableScanCreds 
 WHS_GlobalRank 
 WHS_Industry Industry 

WHS_MarketRank 
 WHS_Satellite 
 WHS_SatelliteID 
 WHS_ScanCredsUpdatedBy 
 WHS_ScanCredsUpdatedDate 
 WHS_ServiceLevel WhiteHat Service Level 

WHS_SiteHREF 
 WHS_SiteID WH_Site ID 

WHS_SiteLabel Site Name 

WHS_SiteURL WhiteHat URL / URL 

WHS_Speed 
 WHS_Weight Site Priority 
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Appendix B 

This table contains the field mappings for the WhiteHat Vulnerabilities data feed (Key fields in bold).  

Fields in grey are present in the transformation file, but are currently unused in the integration. 

Source Fields Target Archer Fields 

Vulnerabilities WhiteHat Vulnerabilities 

Calculated_Priority Priority 

Vulnerability Status WhiteHat Datafeed Status 

Website Website\Site ID match from WhiteHat DF 

Website – Site ID Website\WH_Site ID 

Website – URL 
 Website Status 
 WHS_AttackVector Attack Vectors 

WHS_AV_Found 
 WHS_AV_ID Attack ID 

WHS_AV_Request\RequestHeader Request Headers 

WHS_AV_Request\RequestMethod Request Method 

WHS_AV_Request\RequestURL Request URL 

WHS_AV_RequestBody  

WHS_AV_Response ResponseHeaders 

WHS_AV_Response\ResponseStatus HTTP Status Code 

WHS_AV_State State/Status 

WHS_AV_Tested DateTested 

WHS_VulnOpenDate Opened Date 

WHS_VulnStatus 

 Vulnerabilities WhiteHat Vulnerabilities 

WHS_Class Category 

WHS_Closed Closed Date (UTC) 

WHS_Description Description 

WHS_Description_Plain 

 WHS_Found Found 

WHS_HREF 

 WHS_ID Vulnerability ID 

WHS_Opened Opened Date (UTC) 

WHS_Parameters 

 WHS_Priority 

 WHS_Score WH_Score 

WHS_Severity Severity 

WHS_Site Site_ID 
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WHS_Solution 

 WHS_Solution_Plain Solution 

WHS_Status WH_Status 

WHS_Threat Threat 

WHS_URL URL 

  

 


